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DNN Course Gradebook

This release of the DNN Course
Gradebook was a major cleanup operation
with a few additional enhancements.
Below is a listing of the specific items that
have been completed for the release of
2.5.0.
Removed un-necessary duplicate entries
in the various resource files
Modified localization methods to use
standard DNN localization wherever
possible to reduce page load processing
Addition of CSS Class declarations to all
Validators setting "NormalRed"
Addition of CSS Class declarations to all
textboxes setting "NormalTextbox"
Addition of CSS Class declarations to all
commandbuttons setting
"CommandButton"
New ability to "Delete" an assignment from
the "Edit" view when grading a student
This release is the final release for the
2007 year of this module and includes a
few new features and continued
performance and display
enhancements. Below is a detailed listing
of new features.
Class average score displayed on student
grade view
Display of comments on "edit grades" view
Addition of a "Support Forum" link to the
main action menu
Enabled AJAX functionality by default for
Edit Courses, Edit Assignments, and Edit
Grades
This is the first major revision to this
module since August of this year and
includes a number of fixes and
enhancements.
Ability to "Edit" assignments
Ability to add a comment to a user’s
assignment
Renamed assembly from
CourseGradebook.dll to
ICG.Modules.CourseGradebook.dll to
prevent issues with other modules
Fixed issue when dealing with 0 point
assignments
Fixed a performance issue if email
students is disabled to avoid unnecessary
database calls
Added a [COMMENT] token to both
notification e-mails
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Change and Reason for Changes
This release was created to enhance the student
name display options when editing grades. The
only enhancement was an additional setting to
select the display name for a student.

This release was created to add
immediate need functionality for an e-mail
opt-out as well as the correction of styling
issues.

Addition of an "Email Opt-Out"
functionality for users, if e-mails are
enabled

Modification of all datagrid definitions to
ensure they use the proper CSS Classes

Addition of IActionable return links on all
edit pages

Streamlined performance for the view
page to prevent un-necessary database
calls

This release was to revamp and restructure the backend code to improve the
overall support of localization by the
module. Below is a detailed listing of the
modifications.

Fix for "Due Date" values in the "Edit
Assignments" section

Code streamlining to reduce redundant
database calls, thus improving
performance

Localization of grid headers and other
previously unlocalized headers

Full code commenting and re-structure to
allow for future development

This release was a release to streamline
back-end processes and to resolve a few
errors. A few additional features were
added.

Corrected a course association issue that
could cause errors on the "Settings" page

Corrected issue where when editing a
student’s grade, a duplicate grade was
inserted instead of the original grade
being updated

Streamlined general code layouts and
commented sections that were not
previously commented

Added a module level configuration option
to allow the sending of e-mails to users on
the grading of assignments, message can
be configured via tokens

Added the display of a student’s overall
grade to the "Edit Grades" page with a
similar customizable format as the
standard view page
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Disclaimer
This document is provided as an additional source of information on the usage of this
module. Module content, features, and functionality are subject to change at any time
and will be distributed to the public with unique version numbers. It is the reader’s
responsibility to ensure that this documentation matches the current version of the
module in question. Additionally, the reader understands that by using this
documentation and the module that they agree to the terms of use, posted on the
IowaComputerGurus.com website and available from all module download pages.

Copyright and Trademark Notices
The information contained within this document is protected under international
copyright laws with a content owner of IowaComputerGurus Inc. This document may be
re-distributed to anyone. It must remain intact and with this disclaimer visible.

Module Overview
DNN Course Gradebook is a module that is designed to give instructors a method of
sharing grade information with students. It features an ability to track multiple courses
with 1 course associated per specific instance of the module at a given time.
Student access and grading is limited to a specific user role, therefore users without that
role will be given a permissions warning letting them know they cannot access the
module. Localization support is fairly robust with 99% of the content available in the
language editors.

Module Features










Integration with DNN user roles and accounts
Multiple course handling (with multiple instances)
Multiple test and assignments handling
Ability to enter grades by student
Ability to use custom grade point totals
Gives student course grade summary
Gives class average scores
Allows students to view their own grades
Allows comments

Dependencies
Minimum DNN Version
4.5.0 And Later

Other Dependencies
None Known
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Module Installation
This module installs using the standard DNN method. Click “Install New Module” at the
bottom of the module definitions window and select the installation zip file when given
the opportunity on the next screen.

Review the installation details to insure the install succeeded.

You should be able to see the guestbook and its version on the module definitions screen
now.

Administrator/Edit Permission Usage
Overview
This module is primarily operated from the administrator’s point of view. We will go
through the steps of configuring the module, setting up a course and adding
assignments. Previous to this exercise, I had already set up my ‘student’s’ security role
and accounts. You will need to set up a similar situation for your application of this
module.
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Module Settings – First Configuration
This is the initial module instance screen. From the main module menu we first want to
set up a course.

Click add course and fill in the appropriate information.
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Course Acronym: Will the identifying code for the class be useful if you have three
different “freshman English” classes.
Course Display Name: As you would expect, the name that will be displayed on much of
the content.
Student Role: I mentioned earlier I had already set up my student’s accounts and the
security role they belonged to. You will need to do the same. If you have not already
created a role, cancel out and do so now.
Student View Enabled: Check this if you would like your student’s to be able to see the
course assignments.
Show student’s grades: Check this if you would like your student’s to be able to see their
grades.
Cutoffs: Here you can set what minimum numerical value corresponds to the associated
letter grade.
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The resulting screen shows the course view and allows further courses. While further
courses can be added, each instance is associated with only one. You now need to go to
the module’s settings menu to complete the configuration. The deletion of a specific
module instance does NOT remove a course from the listing!
Under the settings menu:

Course for module: The course that has been created will be associated with this
instance.
Student Name Display: How would you like the student’s name displayed? There are 3
options.
Send student notification: This will send an email to them when their grades have been
updated (they may refuse emails).

Content Administration
Now you may begin editing the courses or populating the course with assignments by
selecting that item on the module’s menu.
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Edit Courses:

Edit assignments:
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Assignment Name: A description that defines the work.
Points Possible: You can have any number (within reason) of total points available for
this task.

Now you may add the grades for the assignment to your students. First select which
student.
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Enter their score and any comment. Click save.
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The student will receive an email notification (if you checked that option).

View by Student with multiple assignments:
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View by Course with multiple assignments.

Template Modifications
Much of the module is open through the Language Editor.
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View Permission Usage
A student’s view is restricted to only their basic information. Other users have no view of
the content.

Troubleshooting
If you need assistance diagnosing any issues with this module, please see the support
information below.

Support and Requests
Feature Requests
Free module development of this module is completed on a “as time exists” basis and
new features are based greatly on user feedback. If you have a feature that you would
like to see in a future version of this module please log it as a request in the support
forum, or contact us webmaster@iowacomputergurus.com and we will gladly see what
we can do to get it implemented.
If you would like to sponsor the development of a feature for this module, options are
available for this as well. If a feature is sponsored, the edit log will be updated to reflect
the sponsoring individual or organization.
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Module Version History
All free modules provided by IowaComputerGurus Inc. are available with full source code
if you have a need to modify the modules outside of the scope of our regular updates.
Doing this will take you outside the scope of being able to upgrade in the future, the only
requirement for use is that all copyright statements remain intact on all files.

Contacting IowaComputerGurus
IowaComputerGurus, Inc.
5550 Wild Rose Lane, Suite 400
West Des Moines, Iowa 50266
Phone: (515) 270-7063
Fax: (515) 866-591-3679
Email: webmaster@iowacomputergurus.com
Website: http://www.iowacomputergurus.com
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